Abstract-Recently, task allocation in multi-agent systems has been investigated by many researchers. Some researchers suggested to have a central controller which has a global view about the environment to allocate tasks. Although centralized control brings convenience during task allocation processes, it also has some obvious weaknesses. Firstly, a central controller plays an important role in a multi-agent system, but task allocation procedures will break down if the central controller of a system cannot work properly. Secondly, centralized multiagent architecture is not suitable for distributed working environments. In order to overcome some limitations caused by centralized control, some researchers proposed distributed task allocation protocols. They supposed that each agent has a limited local view about its direct linked neighbors, and can allocate tasks to its neighbors. However, only involving direct linked neighbors could limit resource origins, so that the task allocation efficiency will be greatly reduced. In this paper, we propose an efficient task allocation protocol for P2P multi-agent systems. This protocol allows not only neighboring agents but also indirect linked agents in the system to help with a task if needed. Through this way, agents can achieve more efficient and robust task allocations in loosely coupled distributed environments (e.g. P2P multi-agent systems). A set of experiments are presented in this paper to evaluate the efficiency and adaptability of the protocol. The experiment result shows that the protocol can work efficiently in different situations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Allocating tasks to agents in multi-agent systems is a significant research issue. Task allocation problem can be simply described as that an agent has a task which it cannot complete by itself. The agent then attempts to discover other agents which contain the appropriate resources and assigns the task, or part of the task, to those agents. Recently, many approaches have been proposed for task allocation. Some of them are based on centralized fashion which assumes that there is a central controller to assign tasks to agents in a multi-agent system, e.g. [16] . Centralized fashion can make the allocation process efficient and effective in a small network since the central planner has a global view of the system and it understands which agents are good at which tasks. In that case, communication overhead during allocation processes could be reduced. However, the centralized fashion also has several notable disadvantages. The first one is that in some systems, it is difficult to have such a central controller, such as Peer-to-Peer (P2P) multi-agent systems in which no one agent has a global view but only the local prospect about direct linked neighbors. Secondly, when the central planner is out of order or cracked by some attackers, task allocation will suffer a big trouble in this system. The last drawback is that the scalability in such a system is limited because when too many agents exist, the central controller has to maintain much information to hold the global view and respond plenty of request messages from agents which drastically raises the CPU and memory usage and network bandwidth consumption.
In order to overcome the shortcomings of centralized fashion, some researchers presented distributed task allocation protocols which are based on decentralized control. Compared to centralized fashion, decentralized style is more scalable and robust but the communication overhead ascends. In addition, there are still some limitations in current decentralized task allocation protocols. Some mechanisms, such as [5] and [9] , need to form groups of agents before allocating tasks which may result in computation and communication cost soaring up. Some other distributed task allocation protocols, e.g. Greedy Distributed Allocation Protocol (GDAP) [14] , only allows agents to request help for tasks to their direct linked neighbors which may increase the possibility of task allocation failure due to limited resources available from the agents' neighbors.
In this paper, we propose an Efficient Task Allocation Protocol (ETAP). This protocol is based on the Contract Net approach, but more suitable for dealing with task allocation problems in P2P multi-agent systems with a decentralized manner. ETAP allows agents to request help from not only neighbors but also other indirect linked agents if needed. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides some current related research in this field. After that, ETAP will be depicted in detail in Section III. Section IV demonstrates the experiment and analysis about the quality and performance of ETAP and GDAP. Then, a potential application of ETAP in intrusion detection is illustrated in Section V. Finally, we discuss and conclude our work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK In recent years, many research works about task allocation have been done. Some of them investigate the task allocation problem in a centralized manner. Zheng and Koenig [16] presented reaction functions for task allocation to cooperative agents. The objective is to find a solution with a small team cost and each target to be assigned to the exact number of different agents. This work assumed that there is a central planner to allocate tasks to agents. Kraus et al. [4] proposed an auction based protocol which enables agents to form coalitions with time constrains. This protocol assumed each agent knows the capabilities of all others, and one manager is responsible for allocating tasks to all coalitions.
The weaknesses of centralized control include hard to realize, single point failure, and bad scalability as described in Section I. To conquer these disadvantages, Task allocation in distributed environments has also been investigated. A classic task allocation protocol for distributed environment is Contract Net Protocol (CNP) [10] . CNP was aimed to cope with problem-solving communication and control for nodes in a distributed problem solver. This protocol facilitates distributed control of cooperative task execution (called task sharing) with efficient inter-node communication. Task sharing is a process which is carried on between nodes with tasks to be executed and nodes that may be able to execute those tasks. The CNP was then evolved in [11] by adding another concept, result sharing. Result sharing is a form of cooperation in which individual nodes assist each other by sharing partial results. However, CNP focused only on task allocation process without considering concrete system architectures. According to [5] and [9] , the authors developed distributed algorithms with low communication complexity for forming coalitions in large-scale multi-agent systems, while in our approach, it is not necessary to form coalitions among agents before allocating tasks.
Abdallah and Lesser [1] provided a decision theoretic model in order to limit the interactions between agents and mediators. Mediators in this paper mean the agents which receive the task and have connections to other agents. Mediators have to decompose the task into subtasks and negotiate with other agents to obtain commitments to execute these subtasks. However, their work concentrated on modeling the decision process of a single mediator. A scalable and distributed task allocation protocol was presented in [7] . The algorithm adopted in this protocol is based on computation geometry techniques but the prerequisite of this approach is that agents' and tasks' geographical positions are known.
Weerdt et al. [14] proposed a distributed task allocation protocol in social networks. This protocol only allows neighboring agents to help with a task which might result in high probability of abandon of tasks when neighbors can not offer sufficient resources. In this article, ETAP is proposed which enables agents to allocate tasks not only to their neighbors but also to commit unfinished tasks to their neighbors for reallocation. In this way, the agents can have more opportunities to achieve solution of their tasks.
III. EFFICIENT TASK ALLOCATION PROTOCOL
To cope with the issue of allocating tasks in a P2P multiagent system, a decentralized task allocation protocol, ETAP, is elaborated in this section.
A. Problem Description
We formalize the description of task allocation problem in this subsection. Firstly, the definition of P2P multi-agent network is given.
• Definition 1: A P2P multi-agent network is defined as an undirected graph written as P 2P = (A, E) where A is the set of agents in the network, namely A = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a n } and E = {e 12 , e 13 , ..., e 21 , e 23 , ...} indicates the set of edges which exist between two agents. For example, the edge e ij ∈ E means there is a connection between the agents a i and a j . Therefore, a i and a j are neighbors of each other. Each agent a ∈ A is defined as a tuple <AgentID(a), N eigList(a), Resource(a)>, where AgentID(a) is the identity of the agent, N eigList(a) indicates the neighbors of the agent, and Resource(a) depicts the resources which the agent contains. Then, the definitions of three terms, i.e. Initiator, Participant, and Mediator, are provided.
• Definition 2: Suppose there is a set of tasks T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n } in a P2P multi-agent system. The agent which requests help for its task(s) is called Initiator and the agent which accepts and performs the announced task(s) is called Participant. If some tasks of Initiator cannot be allocated to its neighbors, the Initiator will commit these tasks to its neighbors for reallocation. Therefore, the neighboring agent which accepts the commitment is called Mediator. Each task t ∈ T is defined as a tuple, namely <T askID(t), Resource(t), Benef it(t), P osition(t), T T L(t)>. In this tuple, T askID(t) is the identity of the task, Resource(t) depicts the resource which is necessary for completing the task, Benef it(t) is the benefit gained when the task is completed successfully, P osition(t) demonstrates where the task is from, namely which agent announces this task, and T T L(t) (Time To Live) means how many times this task should be reallocated. T T L(t) would be minus 1 when this task is reallocated once. If a task's T T L value reaches 0, this task will be removed without further reallocating.
In this paper, it is assumed that each task t ∈ T can be assigned to only one agent to accomplish, as task decomposition is not the concentration of this research. Task allocation, therefore, can be defined as follows.
• Definition 3: Given a finite set of tasks, recorded as T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n }, and a finite set of agents, written by A = {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a m } in a P2P multi-agent system. Task allocation in this research means attempting to allocate the n tasks to part or all of the m agents. A successful task allocation should satisfy the situation that the resources the Participant agent has should be more than the resource which is needed for accomplishing the task, namely Resource(a) ⊃ Resource(t), because one task can only be assigned to one agent. Task allocation would probably be completed if it obeys the constrain that the total number of resources the m agents contain should be more than the entire number of resources required to finish the n tasks, i.e., 1≤i≤m Resource(a i ) ⊃ 1≤i≤n Resource(t i ). The Initiator prioritizes the tasks based on the efficiency of each task, and allocate tasks with their efficiency descending. In addition, the Participant also chooses the most efficient tasks to offer help every time. The definition of the efficiency of a task, t ∈ T , is described as follows.
• Definition 4: The efficiency of a task, ef f i(t), is in the light of the ratio between the benefit gained from completing the task and the resources required for accomplishing the task, i.e.
B. The Principle of ETAP
In a P2P multi-agent system, there is no agent that has a global view about the system but only the local prospect regarding its neighbors. That means the Initiator agent can make contracts only with its neighboring agents instead of indirect linked agents. This research focuses on how to allocate n tasks appropriately to Participant agents particularly when the Initiator agent's neighbors do not have sufficient resources for tasks. In this paper, it is supposed that the P2P multi-agent system architecture is fixed during task allocation process, because task allocation for dynamic environment is not the contribution of this article. The idea of ETAP is depicted as follows, and Figure 1 briefly depicts the interaction process between an Initiator and a Participant.
The Initiator agent, a ∈ A, attempts to find its neighboring Participants to help with its tasks, t i ∈ T a and T a ⊆ T . The Initiator agent first sends resource query messages to its neighbors. These neighbors will respond the message with information about the types of resources they contain and the number of resources for each type, the identities of them, and the Degree of Availability (DoA) of them. DoA is defined as follows.
• Definition 5: DoA depicts the degree of availability of an agent. Although an agent may have many resources, it might have also stored many requests for tasks from other agents already. Hence, DoA is necessary for evaluating how available an agent is.
where T P a is the set of tasks that have been allocated to the agent for performing. The Initiator agent then compares the available resources from its neighbors, i.e. Reso neig (a), with the resources required for its tasks, namely Reso Ta . They are calculated as Reso neig (a) = ai∈N eigList(a) Resource(a i ) and Reso Ta = ti∈Ta Resource(t i ). This comparison will result in one of the following two cases.
1) Case One (Reso neig (a) ⊇ Reso Ta ): in this situation, the Initiator, a, directly requests help for tasks based on the information regarding the available and required resources. It begins with assigning the most efficient task(s). If more than one neighbor can solve one task, the Initiator will allocate this task to the one which has the highest DoA. The neighbors receive and store the requests, and select the tasks with the highest efficiency to perform. When the Initiator receives the responses from its neighbors, it finally sends contracts for the allocated tasks to the Participants. Each contract, Cont(t), consists of a tuple <ContID(t), T askID(t), AgentID(a), AgentID(a i )>. In this tuple, ContID(t) is the identity of this contract, while T askID(t) means for which task this contract is, then AgentID(a) and AgentID(a i ) depict the identity of the Initiator and Participant separately. 2) Case Two (Reso neig (a) ⊂ Reso Ta ): in this case, the Initiator, a, requests help for those tasks, t i ∈ T a , which can be handled by current available resources from its neighbors. The Initiator starts with allocating the tasks, t i ∈ T a , also based on the efficiency of these tasks. When finishing assigning tasks, t i ∈ T a , the Initiator attempts to commit the rest of the tasks which cannot be dealt with by using the resources of its neighbors, namely t j ∈ (T a − T a ). The Initiator sends request messages to each neighbor to inquire each neighboring agent's neighbors' DoA summation, i.e. aj ∈N eigList(ai)∧(aj =a) DoA(a j ). In this summation, a i is a neighbor of the Initiator a, and a j is a neighbor of a i excluding a. After receiving the information about DoA, the Initiator partitions the rest of its tasks, t j ∈ (T a − T a ), into several groups. The process of partition depends on the DoA summation from each neighboring agent. The more the DoA value is, the more tasks the relative neighbor will be committed proportionately. Let us suppose an example, in a P2P multi-agent system, the Initiator, a, has two neighbors, namely agents a 2 and a 3 . The summation DoA of agents a 2 and a 3 are 3 and 4, respectively. We also suppose that a, the Initiator, has 14 tasks left. In this situation, the Initiator commits 6 tasks to a 2 and 8 tasks to a 3 , separately, where 6 is computed from 14×3 3+4 and 8 is equal to 14×4 3+4 . Then, agents, a 2 and a 3 , become the Mediators and send task request messages to their neighbors for help. This process will be iterated until all tasks have been allocated or the T T L value of each task reaches 0 or although there are still some unallocated tasks, no more agent can be requested. There might be a condition during the process that one agent is a common neighbor of other two or more agents. In this condition, T askID(t) is utilized to distinguish different tasks. If this common agent has been requested by one agent, it will reject other request messages with the same T askID(t). In the concurrent situation that is one agent has been requested by two or more other agents nearly simultaneously, the agent responds their requests with First-ComeFirst-Service (FCFS) mechanism, and its available resources announced in each response message will exclude the former announced ones.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of ETAP, we compare ETAP with the Greedy Distributed Allocation Protocol (GDAP) [14] . GDAP is utilized for allocating tasks in a distributed environment. It only allows neighboring agents to help with a task. In this section, we first depict GDAP briefly. Then, the settings of experiment environment and criteria are introduced. Finally, the experiment results and the relevant analysis are illustrated.
A. Greedy Distributed Allocation Protocol
Greedy Distributed Allocation Protocol (GDAP) is employed to handle task allocation problem in agent social networks. An agent social network is defined in [14] as an undirected graph where vertices are agents and each edge indicates the existence of a social connection between two agents. The task allocation process of GDAP is described briefly as follows. All manager agents (like Initiator in this paper) try to find neighboring contractors (the same as Participant in this paper) to help them with their tasks. They start with offering the most efficient task. Out of all tasks offered, contractors select the task with the highest efficiency, and send a bid to the related manager. A bid includes all the resources the agent is able to supply for this task. If sufficient resources have been offered, the manager selects the required resources and informs all contractors of its choice. When a task is allocated, or when a manager has received offers from all neighbors but still cannot satisfy its task, the task is removed from its task list.
It can be seen that the main shortcoming of GDAP is that it only relies on neighbors which may cause several tasks unallocated due to limited resources, while our research is trying to figure this problem out.
B. Experiment setting
In order to compare the two protocols, ETAP and GDAP, we set an experiment environment for testing them. Two different networks, both of which are P2P architecture, are simulated for evaluating ETAP and GDAP as follows.
1) Small-world networks in which most neighbors of an agent are also connected to each other. In this experiment, the generation of a small-world network can follow the approach proposed in [13] .
2) Scale free networks mean that in a network, a couple of agents have many connections while many other agents have only a small number of connections. The method presented in [2] is borrowed to create a scale free network in this experiment. There are three different setups used in our experiment.
• Setup 1: The number of agents and tasks in the P2P network are 50 and 30 separately. The number of types of different resources is 5 and each agent randomly has several of them. The average number of resources for each type is 30 and the average number of resources required by each task is also 30. The TTL value for each task is set to 5. In this evaluation, we suppose that each task only needs one type of resources because task decomposition is not considered in this paper (as described in Subsection III-A). The tasks are distributed uniformly on each agent. The exact number of resources of each resource type an agent has and required by a task are both distributed normally. In addition, the average efficiency of tasks is 10 and the exact efficiency of a task also satisfies normal distribution. The only changeable attribute is the average number of neighbors in this setup. This setup is designed to show how different average number of neighbors influences the performance of both ETAP and GDAP.
• Setup 2: This setting is similar to Setup 1 but with a few modifications. The TTL value for each task varies from 2 to 10 and the average number of neighbors is fixed at 8. The purpose of this setting is to test the adaptability of ETAP.
• Setup 3: In this setting, the average number of neighbors is fixed at 8. The number of agents fluctuates from 100 to 500 and the ratio between the number of agents and tasks is confirmed at 5/3. The proportion of the number of agents and resources types is set to 10/1. The TTL value for each task transforms from 10 to 50 in order to match the fluctuation of the number of agents. This setup is used for demonstrating the scalability of both GDAP and ETAP in different scale networks with a fixed average number of neighbors. In this experiment, two criteria are evaluated, i.e. Efficiency Ratio and Run Time. Efficiency Ratio is the proportion of summation efficiency of completed tasks and the expected total efficiency of tasks. Run Time is the performing time of ETAP and GDAP in each network under different situations respectively. The unit of Run Time is millisecond. For simplicity, we suppose that once a task has been allocated to a Participant, the Participant would definitely finish this task without failure.
C. Experiment Results
The experiment is performed based on the three aforementioned setups with two different networks for ETAP and GDAP. In order to achieve precise results, each evaluation step is executed 30 times and obtain the average data.
1) Experiment Results from Setup 1:
This experiment is done on Setup 1 as described in IV-B. The purpose of this experiment is to test the influence of different average number of neighbors on both protocols. In Figure 2 , it is demonstrated that Efficiency Ratio of ETAP in different conditions is much higher and more stable than that of GDAP. This is because task allocation with GDAP is only depending on neighbors of the Initiator. Therefore, more neighbors make tasks have more opportunities to be solved. Comparatively, ETAP relies on not only neighbors but also other agents if needed. This feature results in steady performance of ETAP. It is also shown that the performance of GDAP in Small World network is better than that in Scale Free network. This can be explained that in Scale Free network, most agents have very few neighbors which lowers the capability of GDAP. With more average number of neighbors, the performance of GDAP has a trend to converge to that of ETAP. The reason of this situation is that when there are enough neighbors, Initiator has more probability to obtain sufficient resources for dealing with its tasks without reallocating tasks further. Figure 3 depicts the Run Time of two protocols in different situations. As ETAP has to reallocate tasks when resources from neighbors are insufficient, the Run Time of ETAP is higher than that of GDAP. The worst condition appears in Scale Free network which is owing to most agents have few neighbors that could lead to reallocation steps increasing and more time spending. Oppositely, the presentation of GDAP in this test is relatively steady due to its considering only neighbors which could decrease the time and communication cost during task allocation process. It is also found that with the ascending of average number of neighbors, the time overhead of ETAP is dropping gradually. This is because when Initiator has more neighbors, it holds more chances to achieve resources for its tasks directly from neighboring agents. Therefore, the task reallocation steps would decline which could save time consumption.
2) Experiment Results from Setup 2: This experiment is done on the setting described in Setup 2 which is employed to test the adaptability of ETAP. Figure 4 provides that with TTL value ascending, the Efficiency Ratio of ETAP also soars up. This is because the higher the TTL value is, the more the task reallocation steps are. Therefore, tasks could have more opportunities to be assigned. However, it should also be noticed that when the TTL value is more than 6, the Efficiency Ratio of ETAP almost keeps steady. This can be explained that when the TTL value arrives at a threshold, the reallocation process would nearly traverse the entire network. Hence, it is known that higher TTL value cannot bring more Efficiency Ratio, if its value exceeds a limitation.
From Figure 5 , it is evident that the Run Time of ETAP increases gradually with TTL value rising. This is owing to more reallocation steps taking more time and communication cost. Since TTL is not related to GDAP, the performance of GDAP keeps firm during the evaluation process.
3) Experiment Results from Setup 3:
This experiment is based on Setup 3 which has been depicted in IV-B. The aim of this experiment is testing the scalability of both GDAP and ETAP in different network scales.
According to Figure 6 , we can see that with the increasing of network scale, the Efficiency Ratio of GDAP is continually descending while that of ETAP can keep stable and high. This case can be argued that when the network scale soars up, tasks and types of resource also rise proportionally. Although the average number of neighbors is fixed, more tasks and resource types might still lead to tasks unallocated if Initiator requesting only neighboring agents. In addition, the condition in Scale Free network is worse than that in Small World network. The reason is the same as the one described in IV-C1 that in Scale Free network, many agents only have a few neighbors which is not good for GDAP. Compared with GDAP, benefited from task reallocation, ETAP can preserve its performance. Figure 7 shows the Run Time of both GDAP and ETAP in different network scales. ETAP spends more time when there are more agents in the network. This is because the average number of neighbors is confirmed but more large network scale is accompanied by more tasks. Therefore, in order to allocate these tasks, more reallocation steps cannot be On the other hand, the time consumption of GDAP is steady during the entire test process and keeps a lower level than ETAP. This can be apparently explained that GDAP only relies on neighboring agents. Hence, no matter how many agents in the network, if the average number of neighbors is fixed, the cost of time and communication for GDAP is almost settled.
D. Experiment Analysis
From the above description, it is obvious that ETAP can allocate more tasks according to the novel reallocation mechanism, while GDAP needs less time which is benefited from its only relying on neighbors. The efficiency of GDAP is easily affected by the average number of neighbors and specific network styles. Therefore, as depicted in the previous paragraphs and pictures, ETAP is more efficient, adaptable and scalable compared to GDAP. It can also be concluded that the overall performance of ETAP is better than that of GDAP. Although the execution time of ETAP is longer than that of GDAP, this drawback could be improved by simply reducing the TTL value. When TTL value is set to 1, ETAP approximately degrades to GDAP. That means TTL could be a balancer between Efficiency Ratio and Run Time.
V. AN EXAMPLE OF ETAP POTENTIAL APPLICATION
In this section, an intrusion detection example regarding the potential application of ETAP is provided. Intrusion is a set of actions which attempt to compromise the confidentiality, integrity or availability of a resource [6] . In order to prevent information from malicious attackers, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is used to detect various intrusions in network environment.
There are numerous systems proposed for intrusion detection. However, many of them required a central controller or decision making point although the data collecting might be distributed, such as [3] . There are two common issues in such centralized architectures. The first is single point failure which means a central server or central database is easy to become an outstanding target for attackers. The second is that when a system with a single central server and numerous clients, the scalability is a problem, as the server has to maintain many connections to the clients. In order to overcome the two problems, several P2P intrusion detection architectures were presented, like [15] . In this paper, we will utilize ETAP to demonstrate the detection process against Doorknob-Rattling attack [12] in a P2P environment.
In Doorknob-Rattling attack, the attacker tries a few username and password combination on some different computers. This results in very few login attempt failures on each computer and the system might not flag such suspicious activities. Therefore, the records about login failures from multiple hosts need to be correlated to check for DoorknobRattling originated from any remote destination.
The Figure 8 is an example of a P2P network (such as Ad hoc network [8] ) which has four agents to be attacked by a remote host simultaneously. In this example, the task can be described as that the detection of Doorknob-Rattling attack needs to check failed login attempt records on several agents and this task is a high emergent task. It is also supposed that the number of tasks is 3 and the 3 tasks has the same task tuple. Following the definition about task in Subsection III-A, the description could be matched as the tuple that <T askID(t) = Doorknob − Rattling, Resource(t) = F ailedLoginAttempt > 5, Benef it(t) = 10, P osition(t) = Agent1, T T L(t) = 6>. In this example, FailedLoginAttempt¿5 is the assumed threshold of failed Figure 8 . An Example P2P Network which has been attacked login attempt. That means if the number of failed login attempts is more than 5, this record would be considered as a suspicious one and the agent should initiate a detection process. Furthermore, Benef it(t) can be circumscribed according to emergency of the task and, here, the number 10 is just an instance.
In terms of ETAP, Agent 1 starts the task allocation process, namely detection process in this example, by first requesting its neighbors for help. However, the only neighbor of Agent 1 is Agent 2 which cannot supply enough resource for Agent 1. Then, Agent 1 reallocates its 3 tasks to Agent 2 following the ETAP approach described in Subsection III-B. Agent 2 now becomes the Mediator and allocates the tasks on behalf of Agent 1. Agent 2's neighbor Agent 3 can handle one of the 3 tasks and Agent 2 then reallocates the rest of 2 tasks to Agent 3. After that, Agent 3 reallocates the last 2 tasks to Agent 5 according to communication about each neighbor's DoA. Finally, Agent 5 allocates the rest 2 tasks to its neighbors Agent 6 and Agent 8 one for each. Agent 6 and Agent 8 have the required resources for solving the tasks, and, therefore, the allocation process finishes.
Through this example, ETAP shows its potential capability of handling a real case. However, people might argue that in this example Agent 3, Agent 6 and Agent 8 may also initiate the detection process synchronizingly with Agent 1. This problem is called task duplication which may increase the redundant time and communication overhead. Agent negotiation mechanism could be borrowed to solving this issue in some extent. Nevertheless, the aim of this example is just providing an overview of ETAP potential application. Detailed discussion of application is out of the scope of this article. In addition, other task allocation protocols, if applied in real cases, may also encounter some problems.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed an efficient task allocation protocol for P2P multi-agent systems and demonstrated the potential application for intrusion detection in a P2P network. Although the protocol overcomes several problems, which exist in some current related works, due to its de-centralization and reallocation features, it still has several drawbacks, which have to be faced in future research, as follows.
• Since tasks are allowed to be reallocated in this protocol, there is a delay of communication during task allocation process. However, compared to the advantages benefited from our presented protocol, delay is a trivial problem. If time would definitely be a significant factor in some cases, the T T L could be set to a lower value to alleviate this condition. In addition, other related works which exploited distributed allocation approaches also encounter this issue more or less.
• The reallocation mechanism of ETAP is based on DoA. DoA can only provide information about the available resources ratio of each agent, instead of specific resources. In this way, unfinished tasks of an Initiator might be committed to its neighbors whose neighboring agents have higher available resource ratios rather required resources. This is why the Efficiency Ratio of ETAP is not high enough even though the allocation process nearly traverses the entire network. Improvement of reallocation mechanism is the next step of our research.
• A trade-off has to be made about how much historical data, e.g. request and response messages, should be stored in each agent. Too much data occupies large disk space and memory in the agent, while too few data leads to the possibility of missing some traces about previous contracts. Nevertheless, this problem is not unique to our protocol but common to other task allocation protocols.
• During task allocation process, an attribute, deadline, would be better to setup because Initiator cannot always wait for the responses of request messages from other agents. If the predefined deadline of a request message is advent, the Initiator should ignore that request message and resends a new one. However, setting deadline will make the task allocation protocol extremely complex because each step of communication may face this embarrassment. In addition, since clock synchronization in a P2P multi-agent system is very hard to realize, setting deadline might not achieve its expected effects.
• Furthermore, for simplicity, we supply several assumptions. In real world, these assumptions might be difficult to satisfy. However, this research focuses on initial theoretical attempt instead of real applications and we will perfect this protocol further in the future. In conclusion, several issues are worth future research. In this paper, we mainly studied how to reallocate tasks if resources from neighboring agents are not sufficient. An interesting way which could possibly improve the performance and adaptability of ETAP is refining the reallocation mechanism and utilizing a common interaction language to represent the communication messages. We will continue to reinforce this protocol.
